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TA K I NG  NO T E  OF  this property’s coastal locale, interior designer Sally Knibbs and 
Alexandra Tsimberi of Sally Caroline rendered a bathroom that is serene and practical 
but with a touch of whimsical detail. “Inspired by the property’s breathtaking beachfront 
panorama, the brief for this bathroom was fittingly ‘seaside luxury’. The custom vanity, 
complete with a leathered marble benchtop, was designed to be the centrepiece of the 
room in which function and form intersect. Layers of limestone, marble, textured timber, 
aged iron and matt white finishes combine to create a sense of serene simplicity. To add 
an element of playful magic, we finished the space with an iconic three-legged African 
table by John Dickinson which talks to the signature details of our studio.” What luxury 
items did you choose for this bathroom regardless of budget? “Apparatus lighting, Agape bath 
and accessories, and the John Dickinson piece!” sallycaroline.com

Builder MRB Constructions. Wall finish/flooring Honed ’Savior’ limestone from CDK Stone. Vanity Custom made by Sally Caroline and finished in Dulux 
‘Natural White’ with ‘Winter Forest’ marble top from CDK Stone. Mirror Custom designed by Sally Caroline. Basin Corian ‘Serenity 7520’ in Designer White 

finish. Basin tapware Brodware ‘Yokato’ wall set in Aged Iron. Bath Agape ‘Ottocento’ freestanding bath from Artedomus. Bath tapware Brodware 
‘Yokato’ bath/handshower in Aged Iron. Showerhead/tapware Brodware ‘Yokato’ overhead shower set in Aged Iron. Towel rail Brodware ‘Yokato’ single 
towel rail in Aged Iron. Lighting Apparatus Studio ‘Trapeze’ wall light in Bronze from Criteria. Accessories John Dickinson ‘Three Legged African Nesting 

Table’ from 1stdibs. Pure jacquard linen bath towel in Musk from In The Sac. Den Holm ‘Balboa’ limestone vase. For stockists see Address Book.
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